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W

hen I joined the American Brass Quintet in 1973,
it never occurred to me that the group would
become the center of my entire professional
career. I was an eager 21-year-old trumpeter coming out of the
New England Conservatory, trying to find my way into the
ﬁeld. But looking back, I see that while my trumpet playing

opened the door for me into the ABQ, I was completely
unaware of the skills required to contribute effectively to the
quintet beyond my musicianship. Having been retired from
the group for nearly two years now, I have had time to reﬂect
on my long career in chamber music and identify some of the
things that helped sustain our quintet partnership.

“While musical excellence is certainly the highest priority for a
successful chamber music group,
keeping the ensemble focused
and running smoothly outside of
the music is essential.”
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While musical excellence is certainly the highest
priority for a successful chamber music group,
keeping the ensemble focused and running
smoothly outside of the music is essential. Chamber groups generally work without music directors, administrative staffs, or union contracts and
must ﬁnd ways internally to keep the group functioning eﬃciently and moving forward. When I
ﬁrst started with the ABQ, I was impressed by the
very keen sense of group identity and clear mission that helped the quintet stay on track and
committed. That mission, often spoken of by the
senior members of the group, was simple
enough—to promote serious brass chamber
music. Still, it always surprised me how often we
made difficult decisions by considering whether
something was consistent with our mission or not.
The mission statement deﬁned who we were, and
with that definition came clarity in determining
short- and long-term goals. Undoubtedly other
groups have very different objectives than the ABQ,
but establishing a collective purpose can help
focus valuable time and resources and help members realize their individual roles.
Even with a clear sense of purpose and a motivated membership, the ABQ recognized early on
that there was, and likely would remain, a fairly
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sions by consensus helps avoid the divisions created by voting
limited market for the serious brass chamber music the group
and being forced to take one side or the other on a particular
chose to present. Expecting full, year-round employment from
issue. Some groups even manage to
the quintet seemed unrealistic, so the
successfully oversee pretty much all
members augmented their quintet
income with other playing and teach- “Personally, the teamwork, sense areas of their operation, but it is
ing in the New York area. Rarely did of family, and artistic freedom important to recognize that some
things—like concert management,
a member put unreasonable pressure
on the group to become something it of quintet life easily made up grant writing, and photos and promowasn’t or complain that the group for the struggle of crowded air- tional materials—are often better left
to outside professionals. It can take
wasn’t living up to their personal expectations of what it should be. ports, cancelled flights, and the time for people to become comfortHow ever, like many groups, finan- unreasonably long work days.” able with their roles, but sharing responsibility and trusting each other’s
cial pressures were sometimes diffijudgment toward collective goals are
cult to manage. To help stabilize
keys to any successful partnership.
quintet income and budget effectively, the ABQ decided to
When I muse about my ABQ years to friends and students,
establish a reasonable, fixed pay scale for our services, rather
questions of the pros and cons of a career in chamber music
than have it vary from event to event. We adopted a system
invariably come along. I guess it is obvious that for me, the
in which days on the road paid the same daily rate regardless
goods must have far outweighed the bads, or I probably would
of whether it was a travel day, a concert day, or a day off. In
not have stayed in the ABQ for forty years! Personally, the teamthis way, players knew well in advance exactly what a tour
work, sense of family, and artistic freedom of quintet life easily
would pay—no more, no less. Putting money away from
made up for the struggle of crowded airports, cancelled ﬂights,
more profitable dates allowed the group to maintain that
and the unreasonably long work days. I found great satisfacscale even for the tours with more down time, ultimately
tion in knowing that if a performance or project went well, it
helping to support recordings or commissions. Equalizing
was because of our team effort. Of course, conversely, if somethe group’s compensation in this way reduced some of the
thing did not go so well, we had no one to blame but ourselves.
financial anxiety of brass quintet life.
Securing ongoing performing and teaching outside the ABQ, For me, chamber music and the ABQ partnership was not only
incredibly fulﬁlling musically, but deﬁned who I am as a percombined with a fair and well-balanced pay scale, certainly
son and can be summed up perfectly
helped relieve individual ﬁnancial
pressures. But without a consistent “Allowing people to take initiative by the old adage “You get out of
something what you put into it.”
annual schedule, there would be
crisis after crisis of conﬂicting ABQ and assume more responsibility in
About the author: As American Brass
work with outside engagements.
Also, since the ABQ never consid- specific areas according to their Quintet trumpeter from 1973 to 2013,
ered performing with substitute interests and skills keeps mem- Raymond Mase performed worldwide,
premiered over 100 new brass works,
players, a particularly busy ABQ
and contributed countless editions of
year would limit the member’s bers invested and motivated.”
sixteenth-, seventeenth-, and nineavailability for the other work that
teenth-century brass music to the ABQ library and their highly
helped sustain them. Then, in a leaner year, it was that much
acclaimed recordings. He serves as principal trumpet of the
harder for the members to secure the additional work needed
New York City Ballet Orchestra, chair of brass at The Juilliard
to make ends meet. For the ABQ, the residencies at The Juilliard
School, and was the 2014 recipient of the FONT (Festival of
School during the school year and at the Aspen Music Festival
New Trumpet Music) Award of Recognition for his contribuin the summer provided exactly the kind of consistency we had
tions to contemporary brass music. Mr. Mase can be heard on
been looking for. The residencies not only helped the group by
more than 130 recordings and has been an Aspen Music Festiincreasing ABQ income and enhancing the ABQ’s presence in
val and School artist-faculty member since 1973.
the chamber music field, but they also helped stabilize the
quintet’s schedule by conforming to the academic calendar. A
well-defined, consistent, annual schedule helped boost confidence in the group’s ability to sustain itself long term.
On paper, we all want to believe that in a partnership, everyone shares the workload equally. But in every group, it doesn’t
take long to discover that some people are simply better
equipped for certain tasks than others. Allowing people to take
initiative and assume more responsibility in specific areas
according to their interests and skills keeps members invested
and motivated. Someone with strong communicative and
“people” skills can and should be encouraged to emerge as a
good spokesperson for the group. Rather than by appointment
or entitlement, leadership should evolve naturally to the person (or persons) who can best integrate the day-to-day operation of the group with its artistic vision. Making group deci72 ITG Journal / October 2015
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